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Introduction

In the latest iteration of Nasdaq’s annual Global Compliance Survey (GCS), 
feedback was gathered from financial industry compliance professionals to 
shed light on new and longstanding challenges encountered in surveillance and 
compliance operations. 

Insights are provided from a variety of capital markets practitioners and build 
upon the comprehensive views gathered via six previous studies, which have 
been conducted annually by Nasdaq since 2015. The Nasdaq survey is unique in 
providing such a comprehensive tracking of compliance trends across time, and 
over periods of significant regulatory, economic, and social change.

This year’s GCS results include responses from 150+ experienced personnel 
serving directly in financial services compliance roles. Analyzed in aggregate, these 
results provide a statistical assessment of the perceptions and state of compliance 
departments across the globe. They provide both a point in time analysis of current 
compliance and surveillance related issues, as well as trend analysis of how issues 
have emerged and evolved over the last six years.

Respondents were asked both quantitative and qualitative questions about their 
firm-wide compliance and hierarchy, key operational challenges, budgets and 
spending allocation, trade surveillance infrastructure, and overall monitoring 
practices. 

Key findings from this year’s study include:

• New data sources and technology are pushing firms to become more proactive 
in their approach to trade surveillance. 

• Market manipulation, such as spoofing, layering, and front-running represents 
the greatest risk to 65% of trade surveillance teams and has motivated 
additional investment in technology upgrades.  

• Over the period that the survey has been conducted, a distinct trend has been 
the increasing role played by the front office in carrying out surveillance as part 
of its trade-supervision responsibility. During 2021, 73% of trading desks were 
conducting independent trade monitoring (up from 56% in 2020).

• A record number of firms are now maintaining distinct reputational risk 
management resources, with 77% of firms reporting this structure in 2021, 
compared to 63% in 2019. 

• The siloed nature of compliance functions has created challenges for the 
industry as the intelligence gained in one function is difficult to share across 
platforms. As the complexity of market abuse and financial crime scenarios 
evolve, the integration of insights and data signals from across compliance 
channels could materially improve its detection. 

• According to roughly 50% of survey participants, cost scalability of the 
surveillance function and the reduction of false positives are the greatest 
challenges teams need to remedy. These themes align directly with reducing 
the total cost of ownership by using more integrated technology, further reliance 
on third-party expertise, and exploring managed service models.  

• Over 42% of respondents believe investment in surveillance systems throughout 
the remainder of 2022 will continue to increase. Data quality improvement, 
enhanced analytics, and monitoring of digital assets are expected to dominate 
future surveillance technology spending. 

65%
Consider Market 
Manipulation their 
Greatest Risk 

77%
Maintain Distinct 
Reputational Risk 

Management Resources

73%
Conduct Independant 
Trade Monitoring

42%
Believe Investment in 
Surveillance Systems 

Continues
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Respondent Demographics

The GCS, which has been fielded annually by Nasdaq since 2015, consistently 
yields respondent demographics that reflect the types of firms in which 
surveillance systems and practices are in high demand. This survey and data 
collection was conducted in October 2021. The respondent base for this annual 
study is typically comprised of predominantly sell-side firms (45% of 2021 
respondents), with healthy representation from other financial firm segments, 
including the buy-side (17%), retail banks or corporate entities (18%) and market 
infrastructure providers (21%).

The respondent-based demographics in 2021 are similar to those seen in previous 
publications of the GCS, thereby supporting the continuity of its trend analysis and 
forward-looking estimates. 

Response data was sourced from experienced compliance personnel, with 45% 
reporting more than 10 years of compliance role experience and 59% of respondents 
holding a C-level, VP-level, or director position. 

In line with previous annual results, the largest respondent demographic was 
Americas based (38% primarily U.S. respondents). One notable difference from prior 
demographic trends was a growing representation from Canadian based respondents, 
which expanded to 31% of the respondent base from 13% in 2020. Remaining 
respondents represented firms based in EMEA (19%) and APAC (11%).
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Section 1
New Data Sources and Technology Drive Change in 
Compliance and Surveillance Strategies 
Taking a retrospective lens, the last GCS was highly influenced by global external 
factors – primarily the COVID-19 pandemic.

At the mid-point of 2020, two-thirds of GCS participants confirmed growing 
expectations that firms in the financial services industry would continue work-from-
home practices as a permanent infrastructure option, even after pandemic concerns 
faded. At the time, the shift to work-from-home was still a key factor in driving 
transformation in compliance practices. 

This year, external global factors like the pandemic have taken a backseat with the 
majority of respondents citing new data sources and technology options as a primary 
impetus of change in 2022. This reflects:

• The emerging products that need to be monitored (e.g., digital assets)

• The growth in trading venues

• The shift of trading OTC products onto electronic markets

• The increasing focus on analytics, behavioral science, and machine intelligence 
to complement existing detection systems 

The layering of new investment strategies, products, and asset classes means 
compliance teams will need to monitor even more sources of data in the future. For 
instance, as firms consider digital assets and crypto, teams will need to gather data 
from more sources (venues, counterparties), normalize that information, and create a 
single source of ‘truth.’ All of which adds further complexity to the setup, integration 
and maintenance of the surveillance data inputs. 

0%
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45%

2020 2021 2022

Drivers of Compliance Process Change 

External g lobal factors (i.e. COVID-19 pandemic)
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Influx of new data sources and dig ital technologies to examine

Source: 2021 Nasdaq Global Compliance Study.
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The Culture of Compliance Remains Bright 

The importance of compliance standards remains at historic highs. The emphasis on 
maintaining regulatory compliance reflects the culmination of pandemic conditions in 2020 
and the MiFID II rules coming into force in 2018. 

Presently, 76% of respondents believe their organization considers compliance standards to 
be highly important. Additionally, compliance officers continue to gain seats at the decision-
making table. In 2021, 99% of surveyed respondents agreed that compliance departments’ 
weight in executive decision-making has expanded.

Source: 2021 Nasdaq Global Compliance Study.
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76%
Believe Compliance 

Standards are Important

65%
Believe Market 
Manipulation is a 
Significant Risk

99%
Agree Compliance 
Weight in Executive 
Decisions Increased

Market manipulation and enhanced data analysis – the focus of 
trade surveillance platforms.
When it comes to the question of which market abuse risks are regarded as significant by 
survey respondents, market manipulation topped the list at 65%. It was followed by insider 
trading at 54%, conduct risk at 43%, and personal account trading at 35%.

Arguably, the strong regulatory focus in recent years on activities such as spoofing and 
layering are driving that focus – despite the fact that historically there have been more 
prosecutions by regulators of insider trading. It may be the case that because spoofing is a 
complex trading behavior in which trading firms are more active participants, it is regarded as 
an activity over which they have greater control to mitigate. It will be interesting to see how 
this trend evolves as more spoofing and market manipulation prosecutions come down the 
pipeline throughout the rest of 2022 and beyond.

Given that focus on market manipulation, the survey then looks at what firms regard as the 
key requirements of a surveillance system:

Processing and analyzing data in a more intelligent manner is the most important requirement 
of trade surveillance solutions for 55% of respondents, pushing investment in this area. 
The focus is on capturing, normalizing, and storing data, and then having ready access to 
that data to drive insights that support improved calibration of the detection system, and 
efficiency in the investigation process. This trend is evidenced by the increasing demand for 
access to trading and surveillance data via APIs and application of analytics to deliver insights 
from that data. 

6

12%

55%

18%

15%

Most Important Requirements of Trade 
Surveillance Platform 

Data collection
Data analysis and processing
Workflow and investigation  management
Integration with third-party technology

Source: 2021 Nasdaq Global Compliance Study.

■ Data analysis and processing
■ Workflow and investigation management
■ Integration with third-party technology
■ Data collection

Most Important Requirements of Trade Surveillance Platforms
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Section 2
Regulatory Focus on Surveillance Driving Reputational Risk 
Management
This year is characterized by increased regulatory action. The SEC’S Division of Enforcement has 
markedly increased its pursuit of investigations and enforcement actions in the area of market 
manipulation and insider trading. 

In 2021, FINRA invested $37.6 million in several initiatives to enhance various tools and systems 
used for examinations, investigations, and disciplinary programs. Of the overall investment, $11.4 
million went directly to modernize and enhance the systems and tools supporting enforcement 
investigations and disposition processes. 

The FCA recently noted a significant increase in firm-reported suspicions of market abuse, “We 
received over 90 reports a week last year, and the number sent increased by almost 15% in 2020.” 
The FCA defines these reports as: Suspicious Transaction and Order Reports sent by market 
participants who have ‘reasonable grounds’ to suspect market abuse. 

Sources: SEC, FINRA, FCA.
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Reputation Is Everything

As defined by the Federal Reserve, reputational risk is the potential that negative publicity 
regarding an institution's business practices, whether true or not, will cause a decline in the 
customer base, costly litigation, or revenue reductions.

The survey shows that a substantial number of firms are now maintaining distinct 
reputational risk management policies and resources - 77% of firms reporting this structure 
in 2021, compared to 63% in 2019. 

This showcases the importance firms continue to place on reputational risk management – 
which has been a top concern for compliance practitioners since the start of Nasdaq’s GCS 
in 2015. Nearly 80% of survey participants assert that their firms promote a firm-wide culture 
of proactive compliance. 

Respondents agree that the key mandate of reputational risk management is promoting a 
culture of proactive compliance. The types of activities and policies undertaken by firms to 
keep on the forefront of managing reputational risk are outlined in the following chart.

Source: 2021 Nasdaq Global Compliance Study

Source: 2021 Nasdaq Global Compliance Study.

            2020 (n=202)                  2021 (n=148)
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Section 3
Data Quality and Capabilities Drive Future Investment in 
Surveillance Tech
Against a backdrop of heightened demand for greater macro surveillance needs, 
such as better reputational risk management practices, lives a range of micro 
trade surveillance challenges. 

The survey tracks the surveillance areas where firms have been investing over the 
last three years.

The noteworthy trends over this period of 2019-2021 include:

• There was a drop off in investment in AI capabilities between 2019 and 
2021. The decline in investment may indicate that firms are becoming more 
selective in applying AI, and that understanding of where AI can add value to 
the surveillance function has evolved. It could also reflect a focus on ‘core’ 
functions during the pandemic. Interestingly, note in the next section of the 
survey, that future investment in AI is seen as increasing.

• While cloud investment is not new, it has certainly come more into focus 
over the past few years. As such, in 2020, cloud integration was added as an 
option for key surveillance technology investment areas.

• Cloud remains a key investment area for surveillance practitioners this year, 
as data volumes and storage requirements steadily rise. As cloud service 
providers (CSPs) continue to expand their footprint globally and adoption 
becomes more universal, firms are able to increasingly leverage scalable 
infrastructure as their businesses evolve. 
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• There was a focus on reviewing and/or replacing trade surveillance systems 
provided by vendors as well as systems built in-house. This trend may have 
been driven by the arrival of new technologies and approaches into the 
surveillance space over the last 3 to 5 years. Also, the dramatic impact of 
the pandemic across all aspects of work and social life, may have been the 
impetus for firms to review and re-think their current surveillance technology.

• Coverage of eComms and aComms has also grown strongly in recent years. 
This may be indicative of two trends:

• As firms have tuned and enhanced the value of their trading data to 
identify market abuse, they are now looking to enrich that data with 
eComms signals. 

• The pandemic and work-from-home environment brought a new profile 
of retail investors into the market – they are tech savvy and heavy users 
of social media and other comms platforms. Firms may be looking to 
integrate this data to provide improved signals on what is driving price 
volatility.

If we then look at where firms expect to be investing in the coming 12 months:

The noteworthy trends from this data include:

• An expectation of renewed investment in AI – picking up following the 
downward trend in 2020 and 2021. 

• There is an expected drop in focus on reviewing and replacing surveillance 
systems (both vendor-provided and in-house). It would seem the strong 
focus on this area over the last few years is completed and/or winding down, 
and firms are looking to proceed forward with the surveillance technology 
they now have in place.

• The prominence of crypto and other digital assets is not surprising – the 
surge in crypto volumes across digital products (spot and derivatives) 
together with the increased regulatory focus was likely to result in increased 
investment by firms in this area.
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Challenges in Surveillance 

After a dramatic increase in 2020, compliance budget expansion continued in 
2021, but slowed to 2019 levels as pandemic-related fire drills began to abate. 
Despite this, respondents indicate budgets are planned to again increase in the 
coming year to accommodate new technology initiatives and increasing concern 
over reputational risk.

The survey also looks at what surveillance tasks are seen as most challenging 
by firms as they look forward into the next 12 months:

According to survey participants, cost scalability, reduction of false positives, 
and trading and communications surveillance are the most challenging tasks to 
deal with in the coming 12 months.

Cost scalability reflects the increasing scope of products and data that need 
to be monitored by firms. Arguably, a direct line could be drawn between this 
challenge and the following trends identified elsewhere in the survey:

• The need for firms to manage the total cost of ownership of surveillance

• The trend towards more integrated technologies to generate enhanced 
signals

• Reliance on third-party expertise to bridge the gap in staff and staff 
expertise 
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Source: 2021 Nasdaq Global Compliance Study.
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The need to reduce false positives has been a consistent issue for many firms over the life 
of this survey. It directly links to cost scalability – reducing analyst time spent on processing 
and managing false alerts.

In addition, it references the need to apply improved analytics across a broader range of 
compliance data to generate signals that support the detection system. This includes the 
integration of signals from eComms and social media, which is also highlighted as a coming 
challenge by many firms.

As the firms deal with these surveillance challenges, the survey also looked at how they are 
equipped internally to manage the complexity of their tasks. 

On the question of firms’ level of understanding of regulations, both existing and looming, 
the survey shows a level of understanding that has largely stuck below 50% over the last 
three years. This suggests a significant subset of firms that are struggling to manage the 
load of regulations that impact their space. This should be of concern to regulators – how 
can they help firms bridge that knowledge gap?

The other interesting observation is the extent to which concern about the lack of staff 
resourcing has increased substantially over the last three years (from 7% to 24%). This 
shows that surveillance is not immune to the struggles impacting many industries that 
are finding it difficult to recruit the staff to maintain a minimum level of operations and 
effectiveness. 

Looking further into that staffing challenge, the following data shows that we will see 
continued investment by firms in support-level hires, where the bulk of churn is occurring 
– and also in mid-level hires, as firms seek out professionals with some compliance 
experience. 

All of this is further incentive for firms to investigate reducing churn by employing more and 
better technology and automation. Also noteworthy is the increasing trend to outsource 
roles – a phenomenon that’s expected to remain consistent according to participants. 
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Source: 2021 Nasdaq Global Compliance Study. 
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Conclusion
The financial industry is changing its approach to surveillance and compliance 
strategies: 

• The need to deal with complex new data sets – including crypto – is pushing 
firms to further invest in trade surveillance – particularly in the area of market 
manipulation and data quality.

• As data size increases, the ability to quickly visualize what’s happening is 
paramount. Visualizations and analytics will be a differentiator of solution 
providers and a successful compliance team.

• In the age of social media and other communication channels, firms must 
be mindful that their investment in technology ensures a balanced, holistic 
approach that breaks down silos and minimizes false positives. To this end, 
investment is expected to increase in technology like AI and advanced 
analytics.

• Between 2020 and 2021, adoption of independent trade monitoring practices 
by front offices expanded rapidly and significantly across a record number of 
firms.

• Total cost of ownership will continue to be top-of-mind as firms look to 
create scale and increase efficiency by marrying technology and staff 
improvements.

• Staff development initiatives will also be a priority to take some of the bite 
out of the ‘great resignation’ effect.   

The culmination of new tech, additional resources and staff development is 
set to further fortify the management of reputational risk – a crucial concern 
of participants. But the historically siloed nature of compliance has created 
challenges in this goal. And in parallel, global regulatory bodies have responded 
to industry missteps with fresh rounds of fines and increased regulation of 
products and trading activities that were previously regarded as outside the net.

The stakes have never been higher for compliance professionals and the 
demands placed on better technology are set to guide the industry’s future.   
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